The Ecole Nationale de l’Aviation Civile (ENAC), belongs to the Ministry in charge of Civil Aviation, and more precisely to the French CAA called DGAC, has its main campus in Toulouse, the European aerospace cluster and the second University City in France. Its institutional positioning, its encompassing and complementary training programmes - aeronautical engineering, piloting and Air Traffic Management, its Air Traffic and Air transport development oriented research activity, make ENAC a unique research and educational institution working for Civil Aviation actors in Europe and beyond. Thanks to its amazing human and scientific resources - simulators, airplanes, laboratories, ENAC offers a wide and high standard education with innovative teaching methods, based on research-oriented courses, focusing on the development of management skills where students are key actors of their individual training and their professional future career. At the crossroad of major aeronautical projects in Europe or worldwide - SESAR, FABEC, CLEANSKY, CORAC, from EASA, Aerospace Valley, University of Toulouse, or major aerospace companies, like Airbus, ENAC is considered a significant partner to give all air transport actors the support and services they need regarding their major challenges ahead. Internationally-oriented ENAC has developed various masters and MBA in partnership with well-known institutions: China, India, Malaysia, Philippines, and Vietnam. The ENAC today has over 15,000 former foreign students who can be found in 100 countries on the five continents!

**Main programmes of study**
- Masters of Science in English
  - MSc aerospace Systems - Navigation and Telecommunications
  - MSc International Air Transport and Operations Management
  - MSc International Air Transport System Engineering and Design
  - Chartered engineer ENAC, equivalent to MSc
- Advanced Masters in English
  - Aerospace Project Management
  - Air Navigation System Engineering and Operations
  - Air Transport Management
  - Airport Management
  - Aviation Safety Aircraft Airworthiness
  - Safety Management Systems in Aviation
  - Unmanned Aircraft System Services & Management - Drones
- Pilot training, Air Traffic Controller

**Research**
L’ENAC is a partner of various research institutions - ONERA, TESA, IRT AESE, DGAC DTI, within research projects of joint research teams. The research domains of excellence of ENAC are:
- Automatics
- Man-Machine interaction, computer science
- Optimisation, Applied Mathematics
- GNSS, Navigation
- System Engineering
- UAV/RPAS
- Air Transport System Engineering
- Air Transport Economy

**Strengths**
International exposure within major projects on behalf of civil aviation authorities, safety agencies, aerospace companies, or within educational cooperation with universities, or in the frame of international wide portfolio of master courses in English Significant scientific and technical means: a fleet of 120 airplanes, flight simulators, ATC simulators displayed over the 8 campuses of ENAC in France.

**Location**
Main Campus is located in Toulouse; 7 other centers devoted to piloting in six regions of France